Analysis of multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) on DNA traces from plasma and dried blood samples.
Reliable analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in DNA derived from samples containing low numbers of cells or from suboptimal sources can be difficult. A new procedure to characterize multiple SNPs in traces of DNA from plasma and old dried blood samples was developed. Six SNPs in the Mannose Binding Lectin 2 (MBL2) gene were chosen as targets for analysis. DNA was extracted from plasma obtained from mothers (n=49) and their neonates (n=49) and from old dried blood samples (n=204). Multiple Real-Time SNP analyses in the MBL2 gene were carried out on all samples. Because of very low DNA concentrations in most of the samples, a pre-amplification step was utilized. It was possible to analyze all plasma samples (n=98), including those with very low cell numbers (n=21) and 93% of the old dried blood samples (n=189). Results obtained from pre-amplified samples were in full agreement with neat samples. All possible SNP alleles were present in our population. The frequencies of the different alleles from both plasma and dried blood samples (n=287) were in agreement with earlier studies of the Caucasian population. In conclusion, amplification prior to Real-Time PCR SNP analysis is a convenient, cost effective and useful method to significantly improve the reliable SNP detection in specimens containing very low concentrations or poor quality DNA from suboptimal sources.